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When T CAT returns to Galveston in December, it will become...

Treasure IslandTreasure Island
What better place to hunt for treasure than

Galveston Island, once the lair of pirate Jean Lafitte?
Textbook coordinators will take their schools’

hunt for treasure in the state’s new textbook process
to TCAT’s 19th Annual Conference, Dec. 6-8, at the
Moody Gardens Hotel and Convention Center in
Galveston.

The complicated new system, the product of 2009
legislation, offers local schools incentives to select
from an intricate Chinese-menu (“One from Column
A; one from Column B”) of – theoretically – lower cost
alternatives to traditional textbooks. 

But the state is still drawing the treasure map to
the goodies that schools are told they may expect.
Texas Education Agency staff will be at the TCAT con-
ference to provide the most up-to-date information in
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The system of instructional materials
in Texas is almost like the weather in
Texas: Wait 15 minutes and it’ll change.

Educators are waiting to see whether
a pending attorney general’s opinion will
be the next change.

The system began changing dramati-
cally with legislation passed in 2009. 
That created whole new categories of
instructional materials that local schools
could choose from. 

That drew the broad strokes, but the
Texas Education Agency and the State
Board of Education had to provide the
shading with their guidelines and rules.
Those guidelines have been changing –

AG opinion could
alter system again
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Speakers’ journey helped
get Red back in the black

Attendees of TCAT’s Summer Institute in League City may
have noticed two new members of the textbook community: 
sisters Red and Black.

Tina Pennington and Mandy Williams (aka Red and Black)
are the authors of What I Learned About Life When My
Husband Got Fired!, a book that follows the months after Red’s
husband is fired from his job and Black steps in to help her 
sister learn all about personal finance and prioritizing her life.

It has elicited such a response from readers that the sisters
were asked to teach a finance course at KIPP Houston High
School, using their book as the program’s textbook.

Interested in broadening to avenues in education, Red and
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Black attended the “Textbooks 101” program in League
City to learn more about the world of textbooks. 

They will also be keynoting Monday morning at the
TCAT Conference on Dec. 6 in Galveston.

Following the format of their book, Red (       ) and
Black (       ) took the time to answer some questions for
us about their book, their interest in the textbook com-
munity and what they’ll be speaking on at the confer-
ence.

What is What I Learned About Life When
My Husband Got Fired! about?

I led a very sheltered life, going from my parent’s
house to my husband’s house. When he came home one
night unexpectedly fired, I turned to my sister in an
absolute panic. All I wanted was answers and sympathy.
Instead I got lots of questions. She yanked my ostrich
head out of the sand and taught me how to make con-
scious, smart decisions. Much of what I needed to learn
was about personal finance, so a good portion of the
book covers financial topics. The other topics, like orga-
nizing the mountain of paper on your desk and dealing
with the fact there are never enough hours, just 
happened, because the book is about real life. And by
the way, I’m still waiting for the sympathy!

I left home when I was 16, off to conquer the
world and never looked back. I found it difficult to
believe she managed to avoid dealing with life until she
was in her 40s. The book is basically a compilation of
our emails, IM’s and conversations and never speaks to
the reader, but instead allows them to feel as if they are
eavesdropping on our conversations or had hacked into
our computers. 

Why did you want to attend a TCAT Summer
Institute Program? What did you come away
with?

Through our book, Black made me realize the
importance of gathering information to be able to make
smart, conscious decisions. We knew the rules were dif-
ferent for public schools than KIPP and other charter
schools, but little did we know the extent of the differ-
ences! Talk about confusing! We wanted to better
understand how the textbook process really works, so
we contacted TCAT. I must do my warm-and-fuzzy at

this point and say how everyone has been so incredibly
helpful and patient with all my questions. And that John
Bridges and Jill Cook were especially wonderful at 
conducting the Summer Institute in League City and
making us “outsiders” feel very welcome.

When I researched the publishing industry I
decided it was one of the worst business models I had
ever seen. Now that I am becoming familiar with the
textbook business, I cannot help but wonder about the
selection process, built-in obsolesce and pricing models,
but I will not get on that soapbox. However, hearing all
the rules, regulations and logistical nightmares associat-
ed with textbook ordering and inventory management,
all I can say is “I feel your pain.”

What will be the focus of your speech at the
TCAT conference?

The business side of me says we should focus on
how our book can be used to meet the requirements

Red and Black/from Page 1
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Red (Tina Pennington) and Black (Mandy Williams) will share their
success in financial planning and personal prioritizing with TCAT
Monday morning, Dec. 6.

Continued on the following page
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within the social studies curriculum related to financial lit-
eracy, and my strong belief that teaching someone to bal-
ance their checkbook is math. Financial literacy should be
about thinking whether or not you should make that
expenditure. But I think if we focus on the stories and
lessons from the book, the process by which my sister (and
the students) learned from her “crisis” (her word, not
mine) it will achieve the same objective.

I agree. I’m really looking forward to being your
keynote speakers because it’s very rewarding when we can
help people learn (and laugh) about topics as basic as per-
sonal finance, mountains of paper and not having enough
hours in the day! And then, based on our time allotment,
we can open the floor to Q&A, which is always very enlight-
ening. And usually a lot of fun!

Any future goals or plans related to the book?
What’s next for you?

When we first launched the book, I would have
said that our plans were to try to reach as many readers as
possible since our readers were telling us how much they

were not only enjoying the book, but how much they were
learning (or re-learning!) from it. But now that we have
developed and “taught” a financial literacy program, I
would have to say that our future plans would be to try to
reach as many “students” as possible since the results of
the program have exceeded even our wildest expectations!
Having said all that, I’m just following Black’s lead and
holding onto her coattails for dear life. 

What’s next? The educational applications are our
top priority. We believe the success of our program is it
was NOT taught by financial “experts” and so anyone can
be quickly and easily “trained” to teach the class because it
does not require any special knowledge. Our program is
easy to implement, it is not a burden to teachers or admin-
istrators (or textbook coordinators) and is very inexpen-
sive. And fun.

For more information on Red and Black and What I
Learned About Life When My Husband Got Fired!, visit
redandblackbooks.com. And be sure to catch the 
sisters’ keynote address on the morning of Dec. 6 in
Galveston.
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